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Hittite Fortifications c.1650-700 BC

2012-06-20

in the second half of the third millennium bc the indo european tribe known as the hittites migrated and
settled in central anatolia at that time a land of small city states whose rulers lived in fortresses
these fortifications enabled the hittites to transform themselves into a bronze age super power
defeating the egyptians at kadesh in c 1274 bc konstantin nossov examines the fortifications
constructed by the hittites in their efforts to sustain and then halt the decline of their once
flourishing empire providing an in depth anatomy of the fortresses focusing on the major sites of the
principal city hattusha as well as sites at alacah�y�k and karatepe with full colour
reconstructions this is an intriguing glimpse into the history of an empire which at its height rivalled
the egyptians and assyrians it concludes with an examination of these sites as they survive today
information that will appeal both to history enthusiasts and tourists visiting the area

American Civil War Fortifications (1)

2013-01-20

the 50 years before the american civil war saw a boom in the construction of coastal forts in the
united states of america these stone and brick forts stretched from new england to the florida keys
and as far as the mississippi river at the start of the war some were located in the secessionist
states and many fell into confederate hands although a handful of key sites stayed in union hands
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throughout the war the remainder had to be won back through bombardment or assault this book
examines the design construction and operational history of those fortifications such as fort sumter
fort morgan and fort pulaski which played a crucial part in the course of the civil war

The Vauban Fortifications of France

2013-01-20

vauban was the foremost military engineer of france not only during his lifetime but also throughout
the 18th century when his legacy and methods remained in place almost unchanged indeed his expertise
and experience in the construction defence and attack of fortresses is unrivalled by any of his
contemporaries of any nationality in all three of those fields he was a significant innovator and
prolific exponent having planned approximately 160 major defensive projects and directed over 50
sieges this book provides not only a modern listing of his varied interventions and their fates but also
a wide ranging discussion of just how and why they pushed forward the international boundaries of
the arts of fortification

Soviet Field Fortifications 1941–45

2012-12-20

from june 1941 the soviets were forced to undertake large scale defensive operations in the face of
the overwhelming german blitzkrieg assault operations which ran counter to their preference for
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highly mobile offensive warfare lessons were quickly learned across a wide variety of terrain and
climates including the open steppes dense forests wooded swamps cities and in snow and ice where the
availability of construction materials differed greatly the first to cover this topic in the english
language and containing detailed information about the trenches bunkers observation posts and
weapon positions this book examines field fortifications built from local materials by infantrymen as
well as their use of mines field camouflage techniques and construction tools it provides a first
fascinating insight into russian defensive attempts against the overwhelming might of the german army

German Field Fortifications 1939–45

2012-09-20

the german army of world war ii considered itself an offensive mobile force the experiences in the
trenches in world war i had done much to shape its concept of field fortification and its mobile
warfare ethos was intended to prevent the previous war s stalemate this book addresses frontline
defensive field fortifications built by infantrymen using local materials and includes rifle platoon
positions trenches crew served weapon positions bunkers dugouts shelters and more it also covers
anti tank and anti personnel obstacles as well as field camouflage methods and construction
methods the integration of these positions into permanent systems and theatre specific defences are
also discussed
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The Fortifications of Verdun 1874–1917

2012-08-20

the ring of fortifications protecting the city of verdun on the meuse river would become critical in the
infamous battle of world war i this book examines these fortifications including the famous forts of
douaumont and vaux that saw some of the fiercest fighting during the battle

The Fortifications of Malta 1530–1945

2012-11-20

the island of malta occupies a pivotal position in the mediterranean forming an outpost between north
africa and the soft underbelly of europe such has been its strategic importance throughout the years
that it has become one of the most fortified places in the world following the successful defence of
the island during the great siege of 1565 the knights hospitaller built new walls and fortifications
these defences failed when napoleon occupied malta in 1798 and the island was retaken by the british in
1800 from this point onwards malta s defences were modernised throughout the 19th century and the
island s final test came during world war ii this book examines all these different styles of
fortification from the 16th to the 20th century
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Fortifications in Wessex c. 800–1066

2012-10-20

the defence of the 9th century kingdom of wessex under king alfred against the great viking army is one
of the major military achievements of early medieval history while the guerrilla warfare in the
somerset marshes and the battle of edington are characteristic of alfred s military abilities his
definitive physical achievement was a series of some 30 well structured fortifications known as burhs
across the kingdom many of these fortifications survive to this day and some were even reinforced to
stand up to german tanks in the expected invasion of 1940 this title describes their beginnings in the
turbulent early years of alfred s reign as well as their subsequent development and use

Israeli Fortifications of the October War 1973

2012-09-20

the bar lev line along the suez canal was born out of the overwhelming victory of the israel defence
forces idf in the six day war of 1967 devastated by their defeat the egyptian army bombarded israeli
positions causing many casualties accordingly the idf chief of staff general haim bar lev ordered the
construction of a series of fortified positions named the bar lev line each position was surrounded by
barbed wire and minefields and virtually immune to strikes by artillery shells and even 500kg bombs on
6 october 1973 yom kippur the positions were manned by just 436 reservists when the egyptian second
and third armies launched a massive offensive along the suez canal the positions were quickly cut off
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from the supporting elements and the israeli defenders paid a high price with a casualty rate of almost
50 per cent despite these losses it was not the bar lev line that failed but israel s military and
political establishment which realised arab intentions too late

The Fortifications of Ancient Israel and Judah 1200–586 BC

2012-10-20

this book provides a detailed study of the fortifications of the founders of ancient israel from the
time of their first settlement in the middle east through the periods of the united and divided kingdoms
until the sack of jerusalem in 586 bc it begins in the period of israelite settlement in the first iron age
period 1200 1000 bc the extensive fortifications created by the famous kings saul david and solomon
are covered including gibeah jerusalem megiddo hazor and gezer which are described in the bible the period
of the divided monarchy saw the creation of two separate political entities the kingdoms of israel and
judah the enemies the two kingdoms faced in this period included moab edom and the arameans as well as
the mighty empires of assyria babylonia and egypt this book is a must have for fans of warfare in the
ancient middle east

Viet Cong and NVA Tunnels and Fortifications of the Vietnam War

2012-09-20

during the vietnam war the viet cong vc main forces and north vietnamese army nva were forced to hide
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weapons and supplies underground and to dig protective shelters to counter massive us firepower
their field works defended villages hidden base camps and fortified complexes and took the form of
trench systems individual fighting positions crew served weapon positions bunkers caches and extensive
tunnel complexes camouflage and deceptive measures and the employment of obstacles and booby
traps went hand in hand with such works this title takes a detailed look at the vc nva tunnel
systems field fortifications base camps and camouflage and concealment measures employed during the
vietnam conflict

Fighting for the King and the Gods

2017-10-30

the most up to date sourcebook on warfare in the ancient near east fighting for the king and the gods
provides an introduction to the topic of war and the variety of texts concerning many aspects of
warfare in the ancient near east these texts illustrate various viewpoints of war and show how
warfare was an integral part of life trimm examines not only the victors and the famous battles but
also the hardship that war brought to many while several of these texts treated here are well
known i e ramses ii s battle against the hittites at qadesh others are known only to specialists this
work will allow a broader audience to access and appreciate these important texts as they relate
to the history and ideology of warfare features references to recent secondary literature for
further study early greek and chinese illustrative texts for comparisons with other cultures indices
to help guide the reader
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The German Fortress of Metz 1870–1944

2013-01-20

following the defeat of france in the franco prussian war of 1870 71 the german army began to
construct a fortress line from strasbourg to luxembourg to protect their new territory the
centrepiece of which was the great moselstellung moselle position of metz thionville illustrated with
rare photographs and full colour cutaway artwork this book examines the design and development of
the fortress and analyses its use in combat focusing particularly on the part it played in holding up
general patton s third army s advance across france in 1944

The Forts of Judaea 168 BC–AD 73

2013-01-20

this book analyzes the fortifications of hasmonaean and herodian judaea from the middle of the second
century bc when the maccabees rebelled against their seleucids overlords and established an
independent state until the end of the jewish roman war in ad 73

Strongholds of the Picts

2013-02-20
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when the romans withdrew from britain the north of the country was ruled by the most mysterious of
the ancient british races the picts much of what is known about these painted warriors comes from the
remains of the fortifications that they left scattered around scotland although the picts are
famous as sea raiders they were also subjected to attacks from a number of opponents to their south
the romano british reoccupied the abandoned roman fortifications and hired saxon mercenaries to strike
against the picts meanwhile from the west a new group the scoti attacked from ireland this book
covers the fortification of the ancient picts in all their conflicts and discusses the importance of
these sites as religious centres and seats of power while using the latest archeological evidence to
help unravel the mystery of this ancient race

The Maginot Line 1928–45

2012-07-20

the maginot line the massive series of fortifications built by france in the 1930s to defend its borders
with germany and italy is perhaps the most maligned collection of fortifications ever built despite
being a technological marvel and the most sophisticated and complex set of fortifications built up to
that time it failed to save france from crushing defeat in 1940 yet there are those who argue that it
accomplished exactly what it was designed to do this book provides a concise and informative
treatment of the maginot line from north east france to the mediterranean packed with plans
contemporary and modern images plus digital artwork it presents a detailed visual exploration of
this famous fortification system
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American Defenses of Corregidor and Manila Bay 1898–1945

2012-09-20

the philippines were declared an american territory on january 4 1899 and fortification construction
soon began on the islands in the mouth of manila bay among the sites built were fort mills corregidor
fort frank and the formidable concrete battleship of fort drum the defenses suffered constant japanese
bombardment during world war ii leading to the surrender of american forces in 1945 the forts were
manned by japanese soldiers determined to hold out to the bitter end this title details the
fortifications of this key strategic location and considers both their effectiveness and historical
importance

German V-Weapon Sites 1943–45

2012-08-20

designed to change the course of the war the v weapons required ambitious plans to defend their
expensive and complicated launch sites steven j zaloga describes the configuration and planned
deployment of heavy missile sites as well as the unique allied tactics developed to counter this
threat including a remote control version of the b 17 bomber from the v 1 ski sites to the mobile
basing employed by the v 2 units and the other secret weapons bases like the v 3 high pressure gun at
mimoyeques this book examines the impact of these weapon systems and defences not only on the war
but on modern weaponry with many of the sites described still surviving today this is a perfect
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companion for a tour of the v weapon sites built during world war ii

Japanese Castles AD 250–1540

2012-10-20

dr stephen turnbull is internationally recognised for his research into and writing on japanese military
history here he applies his scholarship to an account of the evolution of japanese defensive
architecture and engineering from early earthworks through to wooden and earth castles and finally
the emergence of the stone towers that are so characteristic of the samurai he also plots the
adaptation of japanese castles to accommodate the introduction of firearms with unpublished
photographs from the author s private collection and full colour artwork including detailed
cutaways this is an essential guide to the fascinating development of japanese castles

Vietnam Firebases 1965-73

2012-08-20

artillery fire support bases of the freeworld forces played a critical role in the conduct of
operations during the vietnam war they served to lay down high volume fire on enemy firing sites
supported friendly infantry operations and executed harassing fire missions where exact targets were
not known but the firebases themselves which housed a range of other facilities such as troop
shelters surveillance radars and command centers had to be defended against ground attack and as a
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result became significant fortifications in their own right this book describes the design development
and operational history of the fire support bases throughout the conflict

The Lines of Torres Vedras 1809–11

2012-07-20

following the battle of bussaco on 27 september 1810 wellington s heavily outnumbered troops
began to withdraw towards lisbon by the evening of 9 october the british and portuguese began to
withdraw behind a line of defensive works that had been built to the north of lisbon these were not the
rudimentary field works that the french anticipated but an enormous network of forts batteries and
redoubts whose construction had been started the previous november the lines of torres vedras this
30 mile wide line utilised the area s natural defences damming rivers scarping hillsides blocking roads
and establishing forts upon almost all of the hills this title describes its design creation and
effectiveness in the face of french attacks

Defenses of Pearl Harbor and Oahu 1907–50

2013-01-20

at the beginning of the 20th century the military importance of the hawaiian islands became clear oahu
in particular was a key bastion in projecting america s military power in the pacific the island was
turned into a military fortress and yet it also became the site of one of america s greatest defensive
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failures the japanese attack of december 7 1941 by the end of world war ii the harbor itself was the
most heavily defended in the world and the island had earned the sobriquet fortress oahu this title
documents the development of the coastal air and land defense systems that served to protect pearl
harbor and honolulu from 1907 to 1950 and seeks to understand why these failed at a critical
point

The Berlin Wall and the Intra-German Border 1961-89

2012-10-20

the border between east and west germany was closed on 26 may 1953 on 13 august 1961 crude
fences and walls were erected around west berlin the berlin wall had been created the wall encircled
west berlin for a distance of 155km and its barriers and surveillance systems evolved over the years
into an advanced obstacle network the intra german border ran from the baltic sea to the
czechoslovak border for 1 381km and was where nato forces faced the warsaw pact for the 45
years of the cold war this book examines the international situation that led to the establishment of
the berlin wall and the igb and discusses how these barrier systems were operated and finally fell

The Atlantic Wall (1)

2012-11-20

germany s atlantic wall was the most ambitious military fortification program of world war ii with
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germany s gradual loss of the strategic initiative to the allies in 1942 hitler was forced to
construct an impenetrable wall of fortifications along the atlantic and mediterranean coast this
book deals solely with the structures on the french coast starting with the pas de calais and
extending down to spain it features detailed illustrations and diagrams of the various sections of the
atlantic wall and the role that they played giving a thoughtful analysis of some of the most
accessible fortifications of world war ii

Japanese Pacific Island Defenses 1941–45

2012-09-20

the prolonged and bloody fighting for control of the japanese occupied pacific islands in world war ii
is a key point in 20th century warfare no two islands were alike in the systems and nature of their
defensive emplacements and local improvization and command preferences affected both materials used
and defensive models this title details the establishment construction and effectiveness of japanese
temporary and semi permanent crew served weapons positions and individual and small unit fighting
positions integrated obstacles and minefields camouflage and the changing defensive principles are also
covered

The Castles of Edward I in Wales 1277–1307

2012-10-20
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in 1277 edward i gathered a huge army and marched into wales to subdue the rebel welsh princes a key
part of his strategy was to erect a castle wherever his army rested this title takes a detailed look
at the design development and principles of defence of these welsh castles documenting daily life within
their walls and the historical events that took place around them focusing on key sites it highlights
the varied castle designs ranging from fortifications based on french models to the defences inspired by
constantinople and is illustrated with eight pages of full colour illustrations and cutaway
artwork

Weapons & Warfare: Warfare : culture and concepts

2010

contains more than 140 essays that provide information about weaponry tactics and models of
warfare since ancient times and examine the way they have been expressed socially politically and
artistically and includes research tools time lines maps and illustrations

The British National Bibliography

2009

this comprehensive five volume work analyzes the archaeological and linguistic data that pertain to
the broad cultural milieu of the ancient near east the crossroads of three of the world s most
influential religions judaism christianity and islam ranging from prehistoric times up to the early
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centuries of the rise of islam the work covers the civilizations of syria palestine mesopotamia
anatolia iran arabia cyprus egypt and the coastal regions of north and east africa it includes 1 125
alphabetically arranged entries on sites languages material culture archaeological methods
organizations and institutions and major excavators and scholars of the field this one of a kind
accessibly written reference brings new breadth to the study of archaeology in the biblical world
making it a valuable resource not only to scholars and students of archaeology but also to those
with an interest in ancient art and architecture languages history and religion alibris com

Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft zu Berlin

2011

Kaz� Sonu�lar� Toplant�s�

2014

Ancient History

1988
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W�rzburger Jahrb�cher f�r die Altertumswissenschaft

1999

The Dictionary of Art

1996

Turkey

1960

The Illustrated London News

1963
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1979-11

Encyclopedia International

1980

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Archaeology in the Near East

1997

Encyclop�dia Britannica

1960
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Encyclopaedia Britannica

1962
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